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Important Factors in the Operation of
Irrigated Utah Farms
By E. B. BROSSARD
a. INTRODUCTION
1.

SCOPE AND PURPOSE OF THE INVESTIGATION

Two agricultural problems that are fundamental and of prime
importance to the people of Utah are:
1. The development to maximum economic agricultural production of those farms now operated.
2. The agricultural development of the many thousands
of acres of new land in the state.
A realization of the importance of these problems ' caused
this investigation to be made. The purpose of it is as follows :
1. To determine what has been the experience of practical
farmers, relative to the most profitable systems of farm management on irrigated Utah farms, and to suggest profitable future
development of the existing farms .
2. To serve those people who are desirous of obtaining farms
in Utah, by giving them a standard by which to measure what
might be expected under average conditions, and thus t o stimulate economic development -of new lands by avoiding costly
mistakes.
3 . To furnish bankers, officers of loan associations, and:
other capitalists who loan money on irrilgated farms in Utah
useful information regarding the average value of such
securities.
The information contained herein affords the prospective
purchaser or settler a check against "land sharks." It is hoped
that it will als'o serve the honest and conscientious real estate
dealer by giving him a reasonable standard by which he may
make such terms of sale to his clientele as will insure their success on the farms he sells them and enable them to make to him
the payments of interest and principal when they fall due.
This publication deals with the farm business records of one
year only and although 1914 was a normal year in most respects
the results and conclusions will be stronger when verified by a
further study of the same farms for a number of successive
years.
Records of farm business were taken by the S'urvey Method
of 367 irrigated Utah fanns for the year ending December 31~
1914. They were given in all cases by the respective farmers.
For a detailed outline and explanation of the blanks used in
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taking the records, see Farmers' Bulletin No. 661 of the U. S.
Department of A'g riculture.
Some few questions which were not provided for by these
blanks were asked the individual farmers. For details of. the
methods of checking and calculating, see Circular No. 15, Vol.
No.4 of the Extension Division, Utah Agricultural College.
These records were taken for two purposes: 1, farm management investigations; and, 2, farm management demonstrations.
Since they were taken some principles of f arm management
have been demonstrated to the farmers of the state. These
demonstrations were based principally upon investigations made
by Dr. G. F. Warren and others of Cornell University, and by
the investigators of the Office of Farm Management, U. S. Department of Agriculture. Bef ore any demonstrat ions were
made, however, the principles involved were verified by an investigation of the informat ion collected from the Utah farmers.
Farm management as practiced with profit in the West might
not be practiced with profit in the East and Middle West, and
vice versa. Systems of farm management where irrigation or
dry-farming is pract iced might vary greatly fom the systems
practiced in regions where the rainfall is abundant. For these
r easons investigations were made before demonstrations. For
a complete report of the farm management demonstrat ions
made from these records, see Circular No. 15, Vol. No. 4 of the
Extension Division, Utah Agricultural Collelg e.
2.

AREAS INVESTIGATED

Table 1 shows the 7 areas surveyed, the number of farm
business records taken in each area, and the number from each
area used in this investigation. (See Figure 1-cover page).
The 58 records were eliminated from the tables in this investigation because of abnormalities or because they did not
come within the standard set.
The records were taken in the 7 areas shown in Table 1 for
the following reasons:
1. Those counties were selected which typified largely the
farming business of the state of Utah in order that the results
might be useful to the farmers of as large an area of the state
as possible.
2. There were county agricultural aJgents employed in these
counties or other local leaders were there who could assist in
taking the records and in doing follow-up work.
·
The specific area of each county of. which a survey was made
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was chosen because of the fact that the climate, 8oil, and general
type of agriculture found in the area are typical of a large
portion of the respective counties and other parts of the state.
Table 1. Areas Surveyed, Number of Farm Business Records Taken in
Each Area, and the Number from E a ch Area Used in this Investigation
Areas
Surveyed

7

Counties

7

Beaver ..................Beaver
Hyde Park ......... Cache
Wellington ............Carbon
Ferron ..................Emery
Hinckley .............. Millard
Sandy .................... Salt Lake
Monroe .................. Sevier

oY[ft

93 ~ •••• _

No. Records
Taken

No. Records Used
in These Tables

367

309

50
53
26

43
44

23

40

37

59

47

73

54

66

61

,. to 931l@Zl8~

to

90

not , ...

.c::::::J

Fig. 2.-Percentage of farms of each county in Utah that were owned
by t he operators in 1909.

A farm business record was taken of most of the irrigated
farms in each respective area doing a general farming business
and having 10 to 500 acres inclusive in total farm area. In short,
it was desired that the community surveyed be typical and that
a complete survey be made of a number of these typical ar~as.
The value of the land is calculated to be the same at the end
of the farm year as at the beginning of t~e farm year unless
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the land has increased in value because of its being cleared,
leveled, drained, etc. In such cases the value of the labor of the
men, teams, etc., in doing such work was calculated and the
amount added to the value of the land at the end of the year.
This increase in value is thus shown as an increase in inventory
and consequently as a receipt. No credit has been given any
farm for the increased valuation of the farm land during the
year which might be thought of as "unearned increment."
The calculations for the tables have been made to the nearest
tenth or hundredth. The sum of the several items, therefore,
may not always equal exactly 100 per cent. No effort has been
made to force the figures.
All farm business records were figured as if the farms were
all owned by the respective operators. This method seems to
be just ified by the fact that in 1909, as shown by the 1910 U.
S. census report, in no county of the state was there less than
85 per cent of all farms owned by the operators. (See Figure 2).
3.

UTAH CLIMATE, 1914

A careful study of the reports of the U. S. Weather Bureau
shows that tbe total average precipitation in Utah in 1914 was
13.6 inches, or about 105 per cent of normal. The months with
more than normal precipitation were January, April, June, July,
and October; while those .with less were February, March, May,
August, September, November, and December. (See Fi gure 3) .
MONTH

PlO2. EC. IP ITATION

.JANUARY
FEBlCUAlCY
MARCH

I".. ~ -

~

n01'U"":jIIII \..

L. .... o~

APR.IL

MAY
..JUNE

OCTOBER

NOVEMeE~

~o~"~:-;:_::::.

DECEMBER. ~.

!l' i g . 3. --l\1 011thl y precipitation in inch es f or

Utah,
norma l m onthly precipitation.

1914 ,

co mpared to
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The U. S. Weather Reports show that the average climate
of the areas studied in this investigation, as judged by the reports of the station nearest to each area, is representative of
the farming area of the state. (See Figure 4).

,w

SCAL.£

@

Of' SHAD

£.s - , H ,,,,C.,£ .s

~

~

!@I..

Fig. 4.-Total precipitation in inches, 1914, in the various sections
of Utah.

Under normal conditionf the areas studied have plenty of
irrigation water to grow their crops to maturity whether or
not it rains during the growing season. The farmers are not
dependent upon the seasonal distribution of precipitation as are
the farmers in sections of the country where irrigation is not
practiced. When crops need water, the farmers irdgate. The
irrigation waters are taken from natural mountain streams or
are stored in reservoirs during winter and spring for summer
use. The total recipitation where irrigation is practiced is, therefore, more important than the rainfall during the crop season if
proper storage and conservation methods are employed.
The monthly temperatures were about normal, the extremes
being within the extremes of other years. The mean annual
temperature for 1914 is reported as 48.60 F., and the normal at
48.50 F. The months of January, March, April, May, October,
and November were slightly warmer than normal, while Febru-
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ary, June, July, September, and December, were a trifle colder
than normal. The mean temperature for August was just
normal.
The reports show no abnormal killing frosts either in the
spring or in the fall of 1914 at the weather recording station
nearest each area investigated. It is seldom that general farm
crops are injured by frosts. The first killing frosts usually
occur during the first ten days in September, though in the high
valleys of the state they may occur at any time. The last killing
frosts in spring usually occur during the last week in May. Hail
and thunder storms are not common and seldom assume a
destructive character. High winds, on the other hand, are frequent but instanceR of serious damage from these wind storms
are rare.
4.

CRUPS AND LIVESTOCK INVESTIGATED

From Table II one sees that the crops obtained on the 309
irrigated farms, 1914, are representative of. Utah.
Table II. Number of Acres of Various Crops Harvested in Utah in 1909
Compared to the Number of Acres Harvested on 309 Irrigated Utah
Farms, 1914.
1910 Census Figures.
Kind of Crop

No. Acres
Harvested.

Percentage of Total Number Acres.

°

Fig ures from 3 9 F a rms
in Survey of 1 914.
No . Acres Percentage of
Harvested. Total Acres

'I'otals _______ ____ ___ ___ __ _ 755,370

100

16,723

100

Hay and Forage ___ A05,394
Cereals ____ _________ ____ ___ 298,613
Sugar Beets _____ ______ _ 27,812
Potatoes ___ __ ___ __ ______ __ 14,210
Other Vegetables ____ 7,006
OFchard ___ __________ _______
Small Fruits __ ___ _____ 1, 416
Flowers, Plants and
Nursery Products
5 97
Other Grains and
Seeds ______ ___ ___ . ____ ___
322

53. 7
39.5
3.7
1.9
.9

9,797.4
5,139.5
1,018.4
379.0
141. 7
247.1

58.6
30.7
6.1
2.3
.8
1.5

.2
.1
.0

In both acreage and value, Hay and Forage is the leading
crop of the state showing more than double the acreage and
almost double the value of wheat, the next crop in importance,
and an acreage and value much greater than that of the combined cereals. Of the Hay and Forage crops, by far the greatest in both acreage and value is alfalfa, the acreage being 0.7,
and the value over 0.8 that of all Hay and Forage. Next in
order are Wild, Salt, or Prairie Grasses and Timothy alone.
In Table III are shown the average yield per acre, averaJge
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price per unit, and the average farm value per acre of the various crops of the state for the year 1914, as compared with the
average for the 10-year period, 1905-14, as given by the 1914
Yearbook of the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
Table III. Average Yields, Prices, and Values per Acre of the Most
Important Utah Crops Compared with Yields, Prices, and Values per
Acre of Crops on 309 Irrigated Utah Farms, 1914.
Yield per acre.

.

10-yea r
Average .
1905-14

-H ayCrop
-______________
-- - -WheaL ___ ___ __
Oats __ ____ _____ ___
Barley __ ___ _____
Rye ______________
Corn _____ _______
Pota toes ______

2.81
25.0
45.4
41.2
18 .3
31.9
152.0

tons
bus.
bus.
bus.
bus.
bus.
bus.

1914
2.75
25.0
50.
45.
17.5
35.0
140.0

tons
bus.
bus.
bus.
bus.
bus.
bus.

Farm Price
per Unit.
10-year
Average.
1905-14
$8 .04
.77
.46
.58
.66
.76
.57

Farm Value
per Acre

5-yea r
Average.
1914 1910-14
$7 .70
.86
.43
.50
.60
.75
.60

$22 .82
18.52
20 .86
24.04
10.87
25.27
96.37

1914
$21.18
21.50
21.50
22.60
1 0.5 0
26.25
84.00

Based upon farm price December 1.

The yields per acre and prices per ton of sugar beets in Utah
from 1908-14 inclusive as given by the Yearbooks of the U. S.
Department of Agriculture are shown in table IV.
Table IV. Average yields per Acre and Average Price per Ton of Suga r
Beets in Utah from 1908-14 inclusive.
Average Yield per Acre
of Sugar Beets.
Year
19 0 8 __________ _____ ___ ___ _______ _____ ___________ ___ _12 . 81 tons
1 90 9 _____ __ ___ _____ _______________________ __ ________ 14 5 4 tons
191 0 __ ____ _________ _____ ____ __ ____ _____ : ____________ 14.5 4 tons
191 1. ____ ____ ______ ___ _______ ____ __ ______ ___________ 12.7 2 *tons
1912 __ _________ ______ ____ __ _______ _____ _________ ____ 13.0 3 tons
1913 ________ ____ _________ ________ ___ ____ ____ ______ __12. 21 tons
191. ____ ~ _________ ______ _________ __ __ ___ __ _____ _____ 13. 7 tons

Average Price Per Ton
of Sugar Beets.

°

Not
Not
Not
Not

given
given
given
given
$4 .81
4.81
4.79

*Utah and Idaho reported together.

In general, the crop yields and prices for 1914 are about normal. The value per acre of hay, barley, rye, or potatoes is lower
than the 5-year average, while wheat, oats, or corn, has a value
per acre greater than the 5-year averagoe. The sugar beet crop is
a trifle better than normal when yield and price are both considered.
Table V is important because it shows the comparison of
the crop yields per acre on the 309 irrigated Utah farms for 1914
and the average crop yields for the entire state for the 10-year
period, 1905-14 inclusive as given by the 1914 Yearbook of the
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U. S. Department of Agriculture. The conclusion from it is
that, in yields pei' acre, the area surveyed is representative of
the state.
Table V. Crop yields per Acre on 309 Irrigated Utah Farms, 1914, and
Av erage Crop Yields of the State, 1905-14.
Yields per Acre
A verage Yields for
10 Years .
Crop
1905-14
HAy ____ ___ ___ ._______ ___ ______ ___ __ ________________ 2.8 tons
Alf alfa _____ ___ ____ ____ ________ ______ ___ ___.
Other Hay ______ __ ____ ___ _. ______ __ ___ __
WHEA T ____ ____ ___ ____ ______ ___ ______ ___ ____ ___ __ 25 .0 bus.
Spring WheaL ___ _____ _____ __ ______.
W inter WheaL _____ _____ __ ___ __ ___ __
Oa ts _____ _____________ _____ _____ ____ ______ ____ ____ __ __ 45.4 bus.
Ba r ley ________ ____ _____ ____ ___________ _____ ___ _____ _ 41.2 bus.
Pota toes _____ ___ ____________ ______ __ __ __ _·______ ___ 152.0 bus.
Suga r Beets __ _____ ____ ______ _____ _______ ______ _ 13.7*tons

Average Yields 3 09
Irrigated Farms
1914
• 2.9 tons
2.1 tons
28.4
23 .5
42.6
34.9
123.7
14.6

bus.
bus.
bus.
bus.
bus.
tons

*An . average yield 'of sugar beets for the 10-year period was not
given in the 1914 Yearbook of the U. S. Department of Agriculture. The
yield here used is the average yield in 1914 for the entire state.

The relative importance of each kind of livestock on the
farms investigated when all are reduced to animal units is shown
in Table VI and when these data are compared with that of the
1910 U. S. census it shows that the livestock investigated is
representative of the livestock of the state.
Table VI. Number and Kind of Animal Units* and the Percentage Each
Forms of the Total Number of Animal Units on 309 Irrigated Utah
Farms, 1914.

Number of Animal
Kinds of Livestock
Units
Totals ______ __ ____ _____ ______ _______ ____ __ ______ ____________ 1 0,231
Beef Cattle ___ _____ __ __ ___ _____ ____________ ________ __ ___ _ 3,404
Sheep_______ _____ __ ______ _______ __ ____ ____ ______ _______ ____ 2,452
Da iry Cows ____ _____ ___ ____ ______ _______ ___ ____ ____ ___ _ 2,061
Work Horses, Other Horses, and Mules 1,799
Sw ine _____ ______ ____ __ ______ ______ ___ ___ __ _____ ___ _______
356
Poultry_______ ___ _______ ___ ____ _______ _____ ___________ __ ___ 151
Other Livestock (Bees, etc.) __ ___ ________ ___
8

Percentage of Total
Number of Animal
Units

100
33.3
24.0
20.1
17 .5
3.5
1.5

.1

*One animal unit is 1 cow, 1 horse, 1 bull, 1 grown steer, 2 young
s t ock, 2 colts, 7 sheep, 14.Iambs, 5 hogs, 10 pigs, or 100 poultry.

In order to show whether 1914 farm profits were large be- '
It shows the wholesale
p rice in cents per pound on the Chicago market of native steers~
caus~ of war prices, Table VII was made.
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fat cows, and heifers, sheep, lambs, and swine at the beginning
of the farm year, Dr January, 1914, and at the end of the farm
year, or December, 1914. The infDrmation is furnished by
George K. Holmes of the Bureau of Crop Estimates of the U. S.
Department of A'g riculture, Report No.. 109, Part 1, of the publications entitled "The Meat Situation in the United States," pp.
289 and 299. Tables 25 and 26 respectively.
Table VII shows that the price of the livestock was higher at
the beginning of the farm year, or January, 1914, than at the
end of the farm year~ or December, 1914, with the exception of
lambs which were slightly higher at the end of 'the year. The
European War, which brDke out August 1, 1914, did not increase
the livestock prices before the end of the farm business year.
The farm business records included in this investigation show
no. war profits. It is true that during the past ten years prices
have advanced. The advance in the price of livestock in 1914
over 1913, however, was just abDut normal, as shown by Mr.
HDlmes in Table 26 referred to above.
Table VII. Livestock Prices at the Chicago Market at the Beginning
and at the End of the Farm Year.
Wholesale Price in Cents per Pound.
Livestock at Chicago.
Beginning of Farm Year .
Native Steers _____________ _______________ ____ ______ __$8.45
F a t Cows and Heifers ______________ ____ _____ ___ 6.10
Sheep ___ ______ ___ ______________ _________ ____ _____ ____ ___ _ 5.50
Lambs __ __ ____ _____ ____ __ _____ _____ ________ ________ _____ 7.90
Swine_______ _____ ___________ _____________________________ 8.30

End of Farm Year.
$8.35
5.90
5.40
8.30
7.10

The foregDing tables and . discussions show that the year
1914 was about normal in most respects and that- the farms
investigated are representative Df the irrig-ated farms of the
state. The e facts make possible the application of the infDrmation in this bulletin, in a 'g eneral way, to. most all irrigated
Utah fanns.
b.
1.

FARM CAPITAL ·

CAPITA.L GROUPS AND LOCATION OF FARMS
BY COUNTIES

For the purpose of studying the relation

Df

the farm capital

to the systems of farm management and their prDfitableness,
the 309 irrigated Utah farms have been divided into five capital
groups. Table VIII shows the five capital groups and the number of farms in each group from each of the seven areas surveyed.
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Table VIII. Five Capital Groups and the Number of Farms in Each
Group from Each' of the Seven Utah Areas Surveyed, 1914.
Range of
Farm
C~pital. '

Total
Tb,t ai No. Farm 'Records from E_ach County in Which
No.
' . ' the' Area Surveyed is' Located.
Farms. Beaver;'
Cache.I Qarbon.
Emery. Millard. Salt Lake. Sevier
.
.

TotaL ..'....

309

Under
$5,000
$5,000$10,000
$10,000$15 ;000
$15,000! $20,000
$20,000-"
and Over

44

-23

' 37

47

54

61

39

4

1

6

13

9

2

4

1~6

14

14

10

18

23

18

28

4, .

6

10

15

18

81

14

14

32

5

7

2

0

2

9

8

31

6

8

1

0

.3

, 10

3

Table VIII seems to 'show. that the· records of these seven
areas may be combined for such studies ·as are made in this investigation without yioiating s'cientific a~curacy. It may be seen
that a larger propo'r tionate number of ' the' fa.rms in the smaller
eapital groups is located, in Carbon, Emery, and Millard Counties. ' The record,S ta~en , in these three co'u nties were of farms
which 'were locateii a .c onsiderable 'distance from a railroad.
2.

DISTRmUTION OF FARMS ACCORDiNG TO CAPITAL

" . The number of farms and the' percentage of the total number ,of farms in .each of the fiye capital groups are shown in
Table IX.
It .should be noted that 53.3 per cent of the ,farms have each a
farm capital of less than $10,000, and, 40.7 per cent have at least'
$5;000 and less than $10,000. About" four-fifths of all the farms ,
have each a farm capital of less than $15,000, one-fifth have
each more than $15,000, and only 10.1 per cent have each $20,000
or more. ·The aver~ge farm capital is greatly affected by the
few farms with very large capital. (See Figure 5.)
,
Table IX. Relation of Farm Capital to the Dietribution of the 3 09
Irrigated Ut~h Farms, 1914.
Range
Farm Capital.

, Average Capital
,
per Farm.

' Totals ........... ___ ____._.. ___·_____ __

$1,1,886

Under $5,000 .. _. ___ __ __.'_... __ __ , 3,915
$5 , 000-10,DOO ______ ____,________
7,.464
$10,000-$15,000. __ ____ . ___ .__
12,404
$15,000-$20,000 ______ __ . __ ___ ,17,059
$20,000-and over __. ___ _____ ___ 33,183

. Number of
Far,ms.

Percentctge of Total
Number of Farms

309

100

39
126
81
3z
31,

12.6
40 .7
26.2
lOA

10.1

--------------------~.----~~~----

•
1·,'.1
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le:.cc <1

0

$5.000

TO

SIO,C OO

. 40.740
~,o.ooo TO $15,000

C! 6 .2. cl'Jo

Fi g. 5.- R ela tion of farm
3.

. ..

c~ pit al

to the distribution of t he 309 irrigated
Ut a h f a rms, 1914 .
•

RELATION TO AGE OF FARMERS AND SIZE OF
FARM FAMILIES

It is interesting to see how closely capital, age of farmers,

and size of farm families are related as shown in Table X.
T a ble X.
F~rm

Relation of Farm Ca pital to the Age Qf Farin'ers and Size of
Families on 309 Irrigated Utah Farms, 1914.

Range of F a rm
Capital

Average Age of F a rm ers
in Years.

309 F a rms

Aver age Nu m b er tn
Farm . F'amilies

46

6.1

Under $ 5, 000 ...... .................................... 43
47
$10,000-$15,000 ...................................... 48
$15,000-$20,000 .......................... ~ ........... 46
$20,000-and Over .................................... 48

5 .1
5.8
6.5
6.4
7.1

$ 5, 000-$10 , 000 ........................................

The average age of the 309 farmers is 46 years.

It is sig-
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nificant that the farmers having a small farm capital are on
the average slightly younger men than those h aving more farm
capital. This is perhaps due to the fact that the younger men
have neither the capital nor the borrowing power that the older
farmers have.
As the aver age amount of farm capital increases the number
in the farm family also increases. The average number in the .
farm families varies in the same way as the average age of the
farmers. The farms which have a small capital investment
are operated by the younger farmers who have the smaller fa.m ilies, while the farms which have a greater amount of farm
capital are operated by the older farmers who have the larger
families.
.
4.

RELATI6N TO ITS DISTRffiUTION AMONG ENTERPRISES

The amount of capital invested affects directly the amount
invested in each farm enterprise. In order t o show this relationship, Table XI was prepared.
Table XI. Relation of Farm Capital on 309 Irrigated Utah Farms, 1914,
to Its Distribution Among the Farm Enterprises.
Range of
Investm ent in
Average
Ot her Machin - L ive- F eeds
F'arm
Capital Capita l. Lands . D welling . Build ings . ery.
Stock . etc. Cash
Average $11,886 $7,482
Under .
$5,000 3,915 3,148
$5,000$10 , 000 7,464 4,488
$10,000$15,000 12,404 7,991
$15,000$20,000 17,05~ 10,502
*20,000
and over 33,183 21 , 896

$1,056 .

$412

$449

$2,107 $302 $

638 ,

142

210

649

109

19

870

294

343

1,241

188

40

1,131

496

486

1,920

298

82

1,598

611

626

3,150

500

72

1, 5 85

813

901

6,875

810

303

78

The actual amount invested in each enterprise has increased'
as the total farm capital has increased. The average value of
the .farm dwelling house on the 309 irrigated Utah farms in 1914
was $1,056, the average value of the other buildings was $412)
making tbe total average investment in buildings $1,468. It is
interesting to note that the value of the farm dwelling on the
average is about the same on the farms with the greatest amount
of capital as on the farms with the capital of $15,000 to $20,000
each. In these two capital groups, however, it is considerably
greater than in the other groups.
The proportionate distribution of the farm capital as it increases in amount is shown in Table XII.
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Table XII. Relation of Farm Capital on 309 Irrigated Utah Farms, 1914 ,
to Its Percentage Distribution Among the Farm Enterprises.
Percenta ge Investment in
Range of
Live- Feeds
Average
Other MachinFarm
ery.
Stock. etc. Cash
Capital Capital. Land. D wellings. Buildings.
A verage ____
Under
$5,000 ___ _
$5;000$10,000 __ __

62 .9

8.9

3.5

3.8

17.7

2.5

.7

100

54.9

16.3

3.6

5.4

16 .6

2. 8

.4

100

60.1

11.6

3.9

4.6

16.6

2 .5

.5

100

64.4

9.1

4.0

3.9

15.5

2.4

.7

100

61.7

9.4

3.6

3.7

18.5

2.9

.4

100

66.0

4.8

2.4

2.7

20.7

2.4

.9

100

~10,000-

$15,000 ____
$15,000$20,000 ____
$20,000
and Over ____

For the average of the 309 irrigated Utah farms, 1914, 62.9
per cent ~f the capital is invested in land, 8.9 per cent in the farm
dwelling house, 3.5 per cent in other farm buildings, 3.8 per cent
in farm machinery, 17.7 per cent in livestock, 2.5 per cent in feed,
seed and other supplies, and .7 per cent is cash on hand. As the
capital increases the proportionate part of the total farm capital
invested in land, livestock, or cash on hand, increases. The res-pective percentages invested in the dwelling house, other farm
buildings, farm machinery, and feed, seed and other supplies
either remain constant or decrease as farm capital increases. In
brief, Table XII shows that as the farm capital increases there
is a larger percentage of it invested in land and livestock, which
are directly productive enterprises and a smaller percentage invested in the farm dwelling house which is only indirectly productive. The proportionate distribution of the average capital
of the 309 farms surveyed is fairly comparable with the distribution of the average capital of all irrigated Utah farms, as
shown by comparison with 1910 census data.
Table XIII. Relation of Farm Capital to- the Percentage Distribution of
Farm Land on the 309 Irrigated Utah Farms, 1914.
Range of
Farm Capital

Total
Area.

P ercentage in
Crop Tillable Untillable Waste
Area. Pasture. Pasture. Land

A verage __ ___________ ___ ______ $11,8 8 6

100

51.2

29.6

9.8

9.4

Under $ 5, 000 ___ _______ _______ __ ____ ___
$ 5,000-$10,000 __ ______________________
$10,000-$15,000 ____ __ ___ ___ __ _____ ___
15,000-$ 2 0,000 __ _____ _______________
$2 0,000-and over ____________________

100
100
100
100
100

48.3
54.0
52.0
54.3
47.0

35.0
26.9
28 .2
31.0
31.5

5.3
6.7
10.6
8.0
13.5

11.4
12 .3

*

9.1
6.8
7.6
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5.

RELATION TO THE DISTRffiUTION OF THE FARM LAND

In order to determine whether farms with large or small investments utilized the farm land to best advantage, Table XIII
was prepared and ' shows the relation of the. farm capital to the
percentage distribution of the farm area into crop area, tillable
pasture, untillable pasture, and waste land.
The total area of the 309 farms is 32,664 acres of which 51.2
per cent is crop area. Of the total number of acres reported on
the 309 farms, 26,379 acres, or 80.8 per cent. are tillable. Of the
tillable area, 36.6 per cent is pasture that is tillable. Of the total
area tillable, the crop area represents 6&4 per cent. There is
19.2 per cent of the total area reported as untillable. Of the untillable land 51 per cent is permanent pasture, and 49 per cent
is waste land.
The percentage of the total area cropped is almost a constant,
being slightly lower in the two extreme capital groups. In the
smallest capital group this is due to larger percentages of tillable
pasture and waste land. In the largest capital group it is due
to larger percentages of both tillable and untillable pasture. The
percentages of tillable pasture and untillable pasture show a
slight increase and the percentage of waste land a slight decrease,
as farm capital increases.
6.

RELATION TO VALUE OF LAND AND BUILDINGS PER
ACRE AND PER CROP ACRE

The total farm investment depends to some extent on the
value of each unit of the various farm enterprises. Table XIV
shows the average value of land per acre, the average value of
buildings per acre, the average value of land and buildings per
acre, and the average of land and buildings per crop acre when
the farms are classified accordin:g" to capital.

,

Table XIV. Relation of Capital to the Value of Land per Acre, Buildings
per Acre, Land and Buildings per Acre, and Land and Buildings per
Crop Acre on 309 Irrigated Utah Farms, 1914.
Range
of
Farm Capital

Average Value of
Land Buildings Land and Buildings Land and Buildings
per
per
per
per
Acre. Acre.
Acre.
Crop Acre.

Average $11,886

$71

$14

$85

$166

Under $5,000____
$5,000-$10,000__
$10,000-$15,000
$15,000-$20,000
$20,000-and over

40
66
72
85
76

14
17
15
18
8

54
83
87
103
84

113
153
166
189
180

There is a general tendency for the value of the land per acre
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to increase as the farm capital increases. The value of buildings
per acre is irregular with a general tendency towards an increase
until the largest capital group is reached. In the group of farms
with the largest capital, however, there is a decrease in value
per acre of both land and buildings. As seen in Table XIII, the
percentage distribution of land into crops, tillable pasture, untillable pasture, and waste land varies but slightly in the different
groups. The average value of buildings on the farms in the largest capital group is a trifle less than on the farms in the capital
group just smaller. It seems that when the average capital is
$15,000-$20,000 and the average value of buildin;gs reaches
$2,000-$2,500 that further increases in capital are not paralleled
by corresponding increases in the value of buildings per acre.
An increase in farm capital up to $20,000 is accompanied by an
increase in the capital investment in farm buildings.
Table XV. Relation of Farm Capital to the Average Number of Acres of
the Res pective Crops Harvested on 309 Irriga ted Utah F a rms, 1914
Average Number of Acres of the Respective Crops
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Average $11,886 .. I 54 .1 125.41 6.3 15 .- 6 1 3.0 1 5.7 11.3 1 .9 1
26.2 13.4 1 2.5 3.4
.8 3.0 .4 .6
Under $5,000 ........
.5 3.8 .4 .8
$5,000-$10,000 ......
37.0 17.1 4.7 4.8
$10,000-$15.000 ....
57.7 29.2 6.3 6.4 1.3 5.5 1.1 .8
67 .2 31.5 9.2 5.8 3.9 6.7 1.6 .4
$15,000-$20,000 ....
$20,000-and over .... 136.2 58.2 14 .3 9.5 19.6 16.1 6.0 1.7
7.
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0

.2 13.3 11.2 1 .8 1
.0 .3 .7 .5
.2 2.2 1.0 1.0
.2 4.4 1.4 .7
.0 5.2 1.5 .8
.6 6.7 2 .0 .8

.4

.5
.5
.3
.6
.6

RELATION TO CROPS

Does an increase in the farm capital indicate a change in the
kind of crops grown? Is the proportionate area of the various
crops the same on farms with large capital as on farms with small
capital? These two questions are answered in Tables XV and
XVI.
Tables XV and XVI when compared to 1910 U. S. census data
show that the crops grown on the 309 irrigated Utah farms in
1914 are representative of Utah farms in general. The type of .
farming and the distribution of the average farm capital show
that the 309 Farm Business records might well be put together
for such comparisons as follows:
Table XV shows that the actual number of acres harvested
of alfalfa, hay, spring wheat, winter wheat, oats, barley, corn,
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sugar beets and potatoes, increase as the farm capital becomes
greater. The number of acres of rye is negligible. The number
of acres of orchard and the number of acres of garden remain
about the same as the farm capital becomes greater. The total
number of acres cropped shows an increase in each succeeding
capital group.
Table XVI. Relation of Farm Capital to the Percentage Distribution of
Crop Area into the Respective Crops Harvested on 309 Irriga ted
Utah Farms, 1914.
Percenta ge of Crop Area in Each Crop
~
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Table XVI shows that alfalfa forms on the average 47 per
cent of the average crop area, and in each capital group, as the
amount of farm capital increases, the percentage in alfalfa remains about constant. The same is true with spring wheat. The
respective percentages in other hay, oats, and corn remain about
constant. The percentage in winter wheat increases especially
in the largest capital group, and the percentage in barley gradually increases as the farm capital gets larger. The percentage
in rye is constant and so small that it is negligible. The percentage in sugar beets tends to increase until the group of farms
with the largest capital is reached where it decreases again. The
percentage in potatoes is about constant but also decreases in the
largest capital group. The percentage in orchard and garden
tends generally to decrease as the farm investment becomes
greater.
The Farm Investment is closely related to the crop yields
per acre. Table XVII shows the fluct uations in Crop Index as
the amount of farm capital becomes greater. Crop Index expresses the yields in percentage of the average yields on the 30!,
irrigated Utah farms, 1914.
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'fable XVII. Relation of Farm Capital to the Crop Yields per Acre on the
309 Irriga ted Utah Farms, 1914.
Crop Index

Range of Farm Capital

100

Average $11,8 8 6 .................................. ........ ..................... ... ......... .

r nder $ 5,00 0 ............................................................................... .

78 .1
92.0
$ 5,000-$10,0 0 0 .......... ........................ ........................................... .
$10,000-$15,00 0 ................................................ ................ -'.-- ....... . 102.0
$15,000-$ 2 0,00 0 .......................................... ....................... ...... __ .. . 115.0
$ 2 0,00 O-and over ........................................ _.................................. . 99.9

On the average as the amount of farm capital increases the
crop yields per acre are higher except in the largest capital group
where, although about average, the yields are not quite so good
as on the farms with $10,000-$20,000 capital.
8.

RELATION TO LIVESTOCK

The number and the kind of livestock vary as farm capital
increases. On the farms with the largest capital there are more
livestock than on the farms with small capital. (See Table
XVIII.)
Table XVIII. Relation of Farm Capital to the Distribution of the Number
and Kind of Animal Units on 309 Irrigated Utah Farms, 1914.
Average Number of Animal Units
Range of Farm
Capital

Work Other Milk Other
Total. Horses. Horses. Cows. Cattle. Sheep.

Sw~ne.

Poultry

33.1

3.8

2.9

6.7

11.0

7.9

1.2

. .5

9.2
Under $5,000 ......
$5,000-$10,000 .... 16.7
$10,000-$15,000 .. 28.7
$15,000-$20,000 .. 53.6
$20,000-and over 120.3

2.2
3.1
4.1
5.3
6.7

.8
1.0
1.9
1.4
8.0

2.8
5.2
7.0
11.7
11.7

1.8
' 5.3
8 .2
19.6
44.3

.4
.7
5.7
13.446.8

.8
.8
1.3
1.4
2.1

.4
.5
.5
.6
.6

Ave. 309 Farms

Table XIX. Relation of Farm Capital to the Percentage Distribution of
the Kinds of Animal Units on 309 Irrigated Utah Farms, 1914.
Percentage of Animal Units
Range
Capital

of Farm

Work Other Milk Other
Total. Horses. Horses. Cows. Cattle. Sheep. Swine. Poultry

Ave. 309 Farms

100

11.6

6.0

20.1

33.3

24-.0

3.5

1.5

Under $5,000 ........
$5,000-$10,000 ......
$10,000-$15,000 ....
$15,000-$20,000 ....
$20,000-and over ..

100
100
100
100
100

23.9
18.8
14.3
10 .0
5.6

8.5
6.2
6.5
2.7
6.7

30.7
30 .9
24.2
21.9
9.7 '

19.4
31.7
28.6
36 .6
36.8

4.6
4.4
10.0
25.0
38.9

8.7
5.1
4.6
2.7
1.8

4.0
2.7
1.7
1.2
.5

Table XIX shows the percentage distribution of the livestock
units when the farms are classified according to farm capital. It
jndicates that as farm capital increases the respective percentages
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of wor k horses, milk cows, swine, and poultry decrease; the respect ive percentages of other cattle and sheep increase; and the
percentage of other horses remains about constant.
Where the livestock conditions are as shown in Tables XVIII
and XIX it is interesting and important to note the effect on the
net livestock receipts per productive animal unit. Table XX
shows the average net livestock receipt s per productive animal
unit when the farms are classified according to capital. The net
livestock receipts are found by subtracting the sum of the values
of the livestock purchases and the values of the livestock on hand
J anuary 1, 1914, from the sum of the values of the livest ock sales
and t he values of the livestock on hand January L 1915 . It includes also the sales of livestock product s. In calculating the
number of productive animal units the work hor ses have been
excluded.
T a ble XX. R ela tion of Farm Capita l t o N et Livestock Receipts per Product ive Ani mal U nit o n 309 Irrigated Ut a h F a r ms, 19 1 4.
Range of
Far m Capital

Aver age N et Livestock R eceipt s per
Productive A n ima l Unit

Average $ 11 ,8 8 6 __ ________________________ .. ____ ___ .. ___ .. ______ _____ _____ $ 31. 0 7
U nde r $ 5,0 0 0 ______ ____________ _______ ____________ _______ __ ______ _____ ______ _

~$15,000-$
~ o~ ~ ~o~ i ~2 5~0,00
~ ~ O~~~~~_
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ :~~~:~~~ ~:::~ :::::~::~::::
0 _____ ___ ____ _____ ____ _____________ __ ___ ____ ___ __ _______ ____ _
$ 2 0, 00 O-and over __ ___ ____ __ ___ ____ ______ _____ ___ _______ ____ ______ _______

3 7.70
40.81
34.81
29.52
25.37

It is significant that, with the exception of the farms having
a capital of under $5,000, as the farm capital increases the net
livestock receipts per productive animal unit decrease. It is
possibly true that the actual average production per unit of the
. livestock on the farms with capit al less than $5,000 is greater
than for any other ,group, but that a larger percentage of the
produce is consumed by the farm family and therefore is not
shown here as a receipt. This may explain the abnormality of
the figure $37.70.
Table XIX shows that milk cows form a smaller part of the
total number of animal units on the farms with the greatest
amount of capital, and that other cattle and sheep form a greater
part of the total number of animal units. On the average where
milk cows form a larger percentage of the total number of animal units the net livestock receipts per productive animal unit
tend to increase, and where other cattle and sheep form a larger
percentage of the total number of animal units the net livestock
receipts per productive animal unit tend to decrease.
The question which now naturally arises is whether the farms
with small or large capital are the most intensely stocked. Tabll!
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. XXI shO'WS the farm area in acres per prO'ductive animal unit
and the crop area in acres per prO'ductive animal unit when the
. farms are classified according to' capital and thus answers this
questiO'n.
Table XXI. Relation of Farm Capital to the Intensity to which the 309
Irrigated Utah Farms were Stocked in 1914.
Range of
Farm Capital

Farm Area in Acres per Crop Area in Acres per
Productive Animal Unit. Productive Animal Unit

Average $11,886 _____ _____ __________ ___ __ ___ 3.69

1.85

Under $ 5,000 ______________ _______ ______ ____ _
$ 5,00 0-$1 0,00 0 ____ ... ______ __ _________ ______
$10,000-$15,000____ _____ _______ ______ ___ ___
$15,000-$20,000 ______ _____ _______ ____ _____ _
$20,000-and over _____ _____ _____ ____ ___ __ __

3.73
2.74
2.35
1.39
1.18

7.77
5.30
4 . 59
2.57
2.57

On the average there are 3.69 acres fO'r each prO'ductive animal unit. On the farms with least capital there are 7.77 acres
per prO'ductive animal unit, while on the farms with the greatest
amount O'f farm capital there are only 2.57 acres per productive
animal unit. On the avera,ge there are 1.85 crop acres per productive animal unit. On the farms with the least amount O'f
capital there are 3.73 crop acres per productive animal unit, and
O'n the farms with the greatest amO'unt O'f capital th2re are only
1.18 crop acres per productive animal unit. As the amount O'f
farm capital increases the farms are more intensely stocked.
Farms which are favorably located and fO'rtunate in having range
per mits O'n the National Forests have a distinct advantage in
livestock farming, because they are able to handle more livestock
per acre of farm land.
9.

RELATION TO FARM MACHINERY

Efficiency in the use of farm machinery greatly affects the
farm profits. Table XXII shows the number of crop acres per
$100 worth of machinery and the value of machinery per crop
acre when the farms are classified accO'rding to capital. .
Table XXII. Relation of Farm Capital to Crop A cres per $100 Worth
of M a chinery and Value of Machinery p e r Crop Acre on 309 Irrigated Uta h Farms , 1914.
Range of
Farm Ca pital

Crop Acres p e r $100 V a lue of M a chinery per
Worth of M ach iner y .
Crop A cre.

Avera ge $11,886 ____ __ ____ _____ _____ _______ _____ __ 12 .1
Under $ 5 , 000 ____ ______ ________ ______ __ ________ ____
$ 5,000-$10,000 ______ ___ _____ ____ ____ __ _____ ____ ___
$10,000-$15,000_____________ ___ ____ __________ ____
$15,000-$ 2 0,0 0 0___ ___________ _________________ __ _
$20 , 000-and over ____.____ ___ __ ___ ___ ___ ____ __ ____

12 .5
10.8
11 . 9
10 . 7
15.1

$8 .30
8 . 00
9 . 29
8.42
9.33
6.62
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The farms with the least capital invested have cropped 12.5
acres with each $100 worth of machinery. These farms handled
more acres of crops per $100 worth of machinery than the average farm surveyed which handled but 12.1 acres. In the largest
capital group each $100 worth of machinery cared for 15 .1 crop
acres. rhis is more than for any other capital group and shows
greater efficiency in the use of each $100 worth of machinery.
(See Figure 6.)

o
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CROP
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ACRES PER.
F"'-:=U:cM CAPITAL $IOOWOR.TH Or MACH.
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UN.D ER-$5,OOO
$5,000-$10,000
$ I 0,000-$ t 5,000

$' .5,.000-520,000
$20.000 8; OVER.
Fig. 6. -Relation of farm capital to the number of crop acres per $100
worth of machinery on 309 irrigated tah farms, 1914.

An increase in the Farm Capit a l is not always accompanied
by the decrease in the value of machinery per crop acre that
might be expected if only the economic principles of large production were in effect. In the last group, however, where the
amount of farm capital is greatest the value of machinery per
crop acre is very much less than in the groups where there is less
capital.
Farmers with little capital often do with a moderate amount
of machinery and possibly farm without some machines that
would materially reduce the manual labor on the farm . If they
did not do this the value of the farm machinery per crop acre
would be much higher than on those farms which have more farm
capital accompanied by more crop acres. But as their farm
capital increases and they begin to feel "better off" they buy
machinery sometimes at the expense of 'economy for the sake of
personal convenience in reducing the hard manual farm labor.
They also often duplicate machines in order to have them on
hand and ready for work during rush seasons or for safety in
case of accident with machines. In this case the machinery on
these farms is not used to full capacity.
When the average farm capital is about $15,000-$20,000 the
farms seem to have those machines which satisfy the farmer's
desire for relief from the hardest manual labor. Further in-
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creases in the amount of farm capital, accompanied by a greater
number of crop acres, reduce greatly the value of machinery
per crop acre and thereby increase the efficiency of each unit of
capital invested. On these farms the machines are used to their
most economical capacity.
10.

RELATION TO HORSE LABOR

The efficient management of horse labor is important on all
farms where they have a large or small capital. This study is
made to determine on which farms horse labor is most efficient.
Table XXIII shows how variations in the amount of farm capital may affect the efficiency of horse labor on crops.
Table XXIII. Rel ation of Farm Capital to the Efficient Use of Horse
Labor on Crops on 309 Irrigated Utah Farms, 1914 .
Range of
F arm
Capital

Average Crop
Acres Per
Farm

Average No. Work
Horse Units
Per Farm

Average No. Crop
Acres per Work
Horse

Average $11,886 ______________ 54.1

3 .8

14 .0

. -nder $5,000 ____________________ 26 .2
~5,OOO- $10,000 ________ _____ __ __ _ 40.0
$10,000-$ J 5,000________________ 57.7
$15,000-$ 2 0,000________________ 67.2
$20,OOO-and over ____ ___ _______ 136 .2

2.2
3.1
4.1
5.3
6.7

11.9
11.8
14.1
12.6
20.2

The average number of crop acres and the average number of
work horse units increase as capital increases. With greater
numbers of bot h there is an increase in the average number of
crop acres cared for per work horse. This shows that on the
average more acres of crops are handled, more work horses are
employed, and that each work horse is employed more efficiently
on crop s on the farms with the largest capital.
Table XXIV. Rel a tion of Farm Capita l to the Efficient Use of Man Labor
on Crops l)n 309 Irrigated Utah Farms, 1914.
Hange of
Farm Capita I

Average Man Num ber of Crop Acres
Labor
per Man
----------------------------------------------------------------------~----------------Average $11,886 _____ ________ ___ __ ________________________ 1.5
36.0
t'nder $ 5,0 Q 0_____ __ __ ________ _______ __ ______ ___ ________ ___ __
$ 5,000-$10,00 0 _____ ____________ _______ ___ __ _____ _____ _____
$10,000-$15 , 0 0 0__________ __ _______________ ____ __ _________
$15,000-$ 2 0,000 ____________________ __ __ _____ ____ _________
$ 2 0,00 O-an dover _____________________________ __________ _
11.

.9
1.2
1.5
1.7
3.1

27.6
30.7
37.4
40.4
43.3

RELATION TO MAN LABOR

Far mer s do more than direct the use of capital, land, and
labor or machinery and horses. They direct and apply their
own efforts and plan the work of the men they employ. Wise
management employs man labor efficiently on productive enter-
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prises. The problem as to which farms, those with small or
large capital, employ man labor most efficiently is important in
this study. Tables XXIV, XXV, and XXVI give some information on it. Man labor was reported on the year basis. The time
that the owner or operator spent on the farm, all hired man
labor, all hired boy or girl labor, and all labor done by members
of the farm family, have been reduced to man labor in years.
The farms with the largest capital require more man labor
in their operation. The average man cares for 36 acres of crops.
On the farms with the le'a st capital the number of crop acres
per man is 27.6, while on the farms with capital of $20,000 or
more, the number of crop acres per man is 43.3. Despite the
fact that the crops raised are the ,same, as shown in Tables XV
and XVI, on the average, where the farm capital is greatest, the
efficiency of man labor on crops is highest.
Table XXV. Relation of Farm Capital to the Efficient Use of Man Labor
with Livestock on 30~ Irrigated Utah Farms, 1914.
AYerage Number Animal Units Per M_a_n_ __
Range of
Farm
Capitai

Total
Animal Work Other Milk Other
Units. Horses. Horses. Cows. Cattle Sheep. Swine. Poultry

Ave. $11,886 .... .... 22.0

2.6

1.2

4.4

7.3

5.3

.8

.3

Under $5,000 ........
$5 , 000-$10,000 ....
$10,0 0-$15,000 ..
$15,000-$20,000 ..
$20,000-and over

2.3
2.6
2.6
3.3
2.1

.8
.9
1.2
.9
2.6

3.0
4.3
4.5
7.0
3.7

1.9
4.4
5.3
11.8
14.1

.4
.6
3.7
8.1
14.9

.8
.7
.8
.9

.4
.4
.3
.4
.2

°

9.7
13.9
18.6
32.2
38.2

.7

There are about the same number of work horses handled by
each man on the farms with large and small capital. The number
of other horses, milk cows' other cattle, or sheep, handled per
man, increases with a greater amount of farm capital. The number of swine remains practically a constant, as does also the
number of poultry. The fact that there are fewer work horses
and milk cows per man and more cattle, sheep, and other horses
per man in the largest capital group indicates that on these
farms more of the labor is employed on other cattle, sheep, and
productive horse units. On the average, however, where there
1S more farm capital the number of animal units that are actually
cared for by each man is greater. This indicat es that on the
farms with the largest capital man labor with livestock is most
efficient.
In Table XXVI is shown how much farm capital there is for
each unit of man labor in each of the five capital groups. As the
amount of farm capital increases each unit of man labor handles

~'ARM
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more capital. As a result, each unit of man labor is more efficient on the farms with the greatest capital.
Table XXVI. Relation of Farm Capital to the Efficiency of Man Labor
in Handling Capital on 309 Irrigated Utah F a r m s, 1914.
Amoun t of Ca pital per Unit
of Man L a bor

Range of
Farm Capital

Average $11,8 86 ...... ..................... ............... _..................... $ 7,905
4,135
Under $ 5,00 0 .................... .............................. .. ................. .
6,194
$ 5,000-$10,0 0 0 ................................................................... .
8,034
$10,000-$15,00 0 .......................................... ~ ...................... .
$15,000- $ 2 0,00 0 ............ ~ ......................... : .......................... . 10,263
$ 2 0,00 O-and over ................................................................. . 10,548
12.

RELATION TO LABOR INCOME

Labor income is obtained by subtracting from the gross farm
receipts the sum of the total farm expenses and five per cent
interest on the capital invested in the farm business.
It is what the farmer receives as his year's wages or salary
for the work which he does on the farm and the responsibility
of managing the farm business, when no account is taken of the
increase in the value of the farm land, or the farm products
used by the farm family.
The farmer has, in addition to his labor income: 1, all that
the farm produces towards the living of the family, i. e., house
to live in, milk, butter, . meat, eggs, wheat for flour, vegetables,
fruits, wood for fuel, etc., which on the average irrigated Utah
farm will amount to about $600 each year; 2, five per cent interest on his capital investment; and 3, the increase in the value
of his farm property.
Table XXVII shows the average farm capital, "receipts, expenses, farm income, 5 per cent interest on capital, labor income,
and how labor income is calculated.
T a ble XXVII. Average L a bor Incom e of F a r m ers on 3 0 9 Irrigat ed Ut a h
F a r m s, 1914, and Method of Calculation.
Item

Amount

Average Farm CapitaL ................................................ : ......... .............. $11,8 8 6
Avera ge F a rm ReceIpts........................................................................
Avera ge Farm E xpenses.................. ....................................................

2,272
1,137

Av er age F arm Income (Receipts minus E xpen ses ) .... ......................
I n terest on Ca·pita l at 5 per cent......... ...............................................

1, 13 5
594

17'armer' s L abor I n come .................................................................. ...... $

5.1

The avera.ge farm receipts are $2,272, which is 19.1 per cent
of the average farm capital of $11,886. The average farm expenses are $1,137, which is 50 per cent of the average farm
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receipts. The average farm incom.e is $1,135, or about 9.6 per
cent of the average farm capital and about 50 per cent of the
average farm receipts. The average farmer's labor income is
$541, or about 4.6 per cent of the average farm capital.
Most farmers have been speculators in land. The 1910 census
figures show that from 1900 to 1910, a period of ten years, the
average value of all farm land in Utah increased from $9.75 .
per acre in 1900 to $29.28 per acre in 1910. This represents an
increase, in the average value per acre, of 200.3 per cent for the
ten years, or about 20 per cent of the original value per acre
per year. This increase in value represents 11.625 per cent interest compounded annually on $9.75, the value per acre in 1900.
These figures are based upon the total value and the total number
of acres of farm land reported, and are slig htly abnormal due
to the fact that some range land was included as farm land in
the census of 1900 and was omitted from the census of 1910.
This range land having a lower value than other farm land and
being omitt ed in 1910 tended to raise the value per acre of the
land included.
The farmer's labor income is not a figure that might be
compared to the city man's wages or salary, or to the wages or
salaries paid in other industries because labor income is not a
figure which shows the complete earnings of farmers .
Assuming that the average value of irrigated Utah farm
land increased in 1914 at the rate of 11.625 per cent, the approximate total net income from the average of 309 irrigated
Utah farms in 1914 is $2,605. This total net income includes:
$594, which is 5 per cent interest on $11,886, the average capital
6f 309 irrigated Utah farms; $541, which is the average labor
income from 309 irrigated Utah farms; $600, which is about the
average value of the farm products consumed by the average
Utah farm family; and $S70, which is the increase in the average
value of the f arm land on 309 irrigated Utah farms in 1914,
when the original value is $7,482 as given in Table XI and the
rate of increase is 11.625 per cent as assumed. These figures
show that, on the average, irrigated Utah farms are profitable.
The salaries some city men receive look very large to some
farmers, while the labor incomes that some farmers receive
look small to some city men. The labor income of the farmer
must be thoroughly understood and the other factors which contribute toward the entire income of the f armer must be taken
into consideration and given their due weight, or comparisons
with the incomes of men in other industries are sure to be very
much in error.
However, for the purpose of comparison of farms with, farms
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in or der to study the relative profitableness of different systems
of farm management, the farmer's labor income seems to be the
most convenient and accurate measure of efficiency.
There is a direct correlation between the amount of farm
capital and the size of the farmer's labor income as shown in
Table XXVIII.
Table XXVIII. Relation of Farm Capital to the Distribution of the 309
Irrigated Utah Farms, 1914, According to the Size of the Farmer's
Labor Income.
Size of Farmer's Labor Income
No. Less - $500 $0 .00 $500 $1000 $1500 $2000
and
than
to
to
to
of
to
to
Farms -$500 $0.00 $500 $1000 $1500 $2000 Over

Range of
Farm
Capita l

Totals ........................ .. 309

7

58

108

67

40

19

nder $5,000 ............
39
$5,000-$ i 0,0 0 0 .......... 126
81
$10,000-$15,0 0 ........
$15,000-$ 2 0,000 ........
32
$20,000-and over ..... 31

1
1
2
1
2

7
27
18
5

25
53
20
5
5

6
27
21
7
6

14
12,..

4
4

T

°

~

J.

I

7

10

:)

4
2

(j

1·

In Table XXIX the aver3.ig,e labor income of farmers is shown
when the farms are classified according to capital. The farmer's labor income is largest from the farms with the greatest
amount of capital invested. This is due to the more economic
use of capital, land, and labor as shown in the preceding table8.
in this publication. (See Figure 7.)
o

CAP ITAL

$400

LABOR

$800

INCOME.

UNDER $5.000
$5,000 To510,OOo . 1
10,0 00.,.0$15,0 00 • • • • 1
5,000 TO $ e o,ooo
$eqooO 8:.0VE.R _ _ _ _ _ _- _
Fig. 7.-Relation of farm capital to the far mers' la bor incomes from 309
irriga ted Utah farms, 1914.

For the purpose of studying the profits from the point of
view of interest on capital as well as labor income, Table XXX
has been prepared. It shows the average group capital, average
group labor income, and the percentage that average group labor
income forms of the avera:g:e group capital when the farms are
classified according to capital.
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Table XXIX. Relation of Farm Capital to the, Farmers' Labor Incomes
from 309 Irrigated Utah Farms, 1914.
Average Labor Income

Range of Farm Capital

Average $11,886 .................................. :................................. $ 541
Under $5,000... .......................................................................
216
$5,000-$10,000........................................................... .............
403
$10,000-$15,000 ......................................................................
578
$15,000-$ 2 0,0 0 0 .......................................................... _...... _....
840
$ 2 0,00 O-and over _................ _............... : ............... _.................. 1,106
Table XXX. Relation of Farm Capital to the Percentage that the A verage Group Labor Income Forms of the Average Group Capital on
309 Irrigated Utah Farms, 1914.
Range of
Farm Capital

Average Labor. Percentage That Labor Income Forms
Capital. Income .
of Average Group Capital.

Average ................ $11,886
3,915
L:nder $5,000 ......
$ 5, 000-$10,000 ....
7,464
$10,000-$15 ,000 .. 12,404
$15,000-$20 ,000 .. 17,059
$20,000--a nd ov er 33,183

$

541

4.6

216
403
578
840
1,106

5 .5
5.4
4.7
4.9
3.3

On the average when farm capital reaches about $33,183 the
labor income of the farmer is not so important an item as the 5
per cent interest on the capital invested, which has been subtracted from the farm income in order to obtain the labor income. On the other hand, when the average farm capital is as
small as $3,915 or $7,464 the farmer's labor income is more important than 5 per cent interest on the farm capital.
The majority of farms have a small amount of farm capital.
The earning power of capit al is more stable normally than the
earning power of farmers. We know about what the ' earning
power of capital is. It is difficult to assign a definite earning
power to each farmer. Labor income has a more personal appeal to the farmers than interest on capital. For these reasons
labor income is used in this investigation as a basis of comparison of profits from farming with varying systems of Farm
Management instead of the rate of interest that farm capital
earns.
If hired managers f ar med as well as owners, Table XXX
seems to show that men with $20,000 or more wisely invested in
the far ming business could hire a manager at $1,106 a year,
furnish him a house to live in and all else that the farm produces towards his family's living, and still make 5 per cent
interest on their investment in addition to the increase in the
value of their farm land.
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The ratio of variation between the amount of farm capital
and the size of the farmer's labor income has been calculated '
from Table XXXI which gives the indices of farm capital and
labor income.
Table XXXI. Ratio of Variation Between Farm Capital and the Farmers' Labor Incomes from 309 Irrigated Utah Farms, 1914.
Index
of Capital.

Average
Group Capital.

100

$11,886

33
63
104
144
279

3,915
7,464
12,404
17,059
33,183

Index
ot Labor Income

A verage Group
Labor Income.
541

100

216
403
578
840
1,106

40
75
107
155
204

$

0

r

&&0

/

2.40

!f
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of variation between farm capital and the size of labor
income from 309 irrigated Utah farms, 1914.
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It is found that as capital increases from $3,915 to $17,059,
labor income increases from $216 to $840; or as capital increases
1 per cent, labor income increases about 1 per cent. But, as
capital increases from $17,059 to $33,183, labor income incr eases
from $840 to $1,106, or as capital increases 1 per cent labor in
come "increases only about .33 of 1 per cent. - (See Figure 8.)
c. SIZE OF FARM
1.

RELATION TO DISTRmUTION OF FARMS

The farms are classified into 7 groups according to size as
shown in Table XXXII. This facilitates the study with reference to their management and profitableness.
Table X X XII . Rel a tion of Size of Farm to the Distribution of 309
Irrigated Utah Farms, 1914.
Num b er of
Size of Far m
Farms.
i n Acres
Tota ls __ _______________ _______________ ____ ___ ___ ____ __ ______ _.
309

- --------

Percen t age of Total

Number of Farms.
._ ----------- ----------100

10-3 0 ___ __ ________________ _______ ____ __ ______ __ __ _____ __ __ __ __ __
4 0- 6 9 ___ _______ ______________ :_____ ________ ___ ________ ___ ____ ____
70-9 9 __ _____ ___ ___ __ _______ _____ _____ _________ ___ ___ ___ ____ ______
10 0-14 9____ ____ ____ _______ ______ __ ____ ___ ___ ________ __ _______ ___ _
150-19 9 _______________ ___ ___________ ___ _______ ______ _____________
200-29 9 ___ ___ ______ _____ . __ . ___ . _____ _._ ... ____ ._._ .. __ __ ... __ _..
3 00-5 00 . __ . ___.... _.. _..... __ ............. _.... ..................

64
93
49
38
26
20
19

20.7
30.1
15.9
12 .3
8.4
6.5
6.1

The size of the average farm surveyed is 105.7 acres. The
greatest number of farms is in_the group having from 40-69
acres. In this group there is 30.1 per cent of all 309 farms. In
over half (50.8 per cent) of the cases the individual farm has
less than 70 acres in total farm area, and 20.7 per cent of all
the farms have less than 40 acres each. There are 206, or
two-thirds of all the 309 farms, which have each a total farm
area of less than 100 acres and only 103, or one-third of the
farms, which have more than 100 acres each. Thirty-nine, or
only 12.6 per cent of all the 309 farms have 200 acres or over.
It is, therefore, seen that a great majority of the -farms are
smaller than the average here shown (105.7 acres) would indicate, this averag;e having been influenced by a few large farms.
(See Figure 9.)
2.

RELATION TO DISTRmUTION OF FARM CAPITAL

This study is made for the purpose of determining if more
of the capital is invest ed in ent erpr ises that are directly productive on the large or small farms. An examination of Table
XXXIII indicates that as the farms increase in size the average
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capital, the average value of land, the average value of livestock,
the average value of feeds, seeds, etc., and the average amount
of cash become greater. The average value of the farm dwelling
house remains about a constant in all groups, with the exception of the largest size group, where it is greater. The average
value of other farm buildings remains about constant in each
size group with an increase in the largest size group. The
average value of machinery varies irregularly with a gen~ral
tendency towards an increase which is very decidedly shown in
the largest size group.

IO-3~

AC.Te.ES

2.0."7.,.,0

40-co9 ACR.ES
aO.1

c:t1o

15.9c:r1o

Fig. 9.-Relation of size of farm to the distribution of 309 irrigated
Utah farms, 1914.
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Table XXXIII. Relation of size of Farm to the Distribution of Farm
Capital on 309 Irrigated Utah Farms, 1914.
Investment in
Other
Feeds
fiize of Farm Average
Farm Machin- Live- and
in Acres.
Capital. Land. Dwelling. Bldgs. ery. stock. Seeds. Cash
Average 105.7 $11,886 $7,482
--_.
- -- ..--

$1,056 $412

$449 $2107

$302

$78

165
247
236
338
388
511
795

42
73
56
45
112
142
229

.

10- 39 .............. 7,599 4,428
40- 69 .............. 9,629 5,907
70- 99 .............. 10 ,386 6,734
100-149 .............. 12 ,404 7,829
150-199 .............. 13,828 8,890
200-299 .............. 15,717 10,13"4
300-500 .............. 33,467 21,977

1,112
1,036
832
1,188
1,011
1,063
1,330

420
341
389
438
411
484
676

301
405
409
521
486
522
994

1131
1621
1730
2065
2530
2861
7466

N ow the question arises as to the proport ionate distribution
of the capital. This is shown in Table XXXIV.
Table XXX IV. Rel ation of Size of Farm to the Percentage Distribution
of Farm Capita l on 309 Irrigated Utah Farms, 1914.
Per~entage

of Investment in

Feeds
Other
Farm Machin- Live- and
Size of Farm Average
in Acres.
Capital. Land. D welling. Bldgs. ery. stock. Seeds. Cash
Average 105.7 .... 100

62.9

8.9

3.5

3.8

17.7

2.4

.6

10- 39 ................ 100
4 0- 69 ................ 100
70- 99 ................ 100
100-149 .......... _._... 100
150-199 _. __ ._._ .. _..... 1 0 0
200-299 ....... _........ 100
30 0-500 _..... ... _...... 100

58.3
61.3
64.8
63 .0
64.3
64 .5
65 .6

14.6
10.8
8.0
9.6
7.3
6.7
4.0

5.5
3.6
3.8
3 .5
3.0
3.1
2.0

3.9
4:2
3.9
4.2
3.5
3.3
3.0

14.9
16.8
16.7
16.6
18.3
18.2
22.3

2.2
2.6
2.3
2.7
2.8
3.3
2.4

.6
.7
.5
.4
.8
.9
.7

Table XXX IV shows t hat the percentages of the farm capital invested in land, livestock, and cash, increased as the farms
increase in size . The percentages invested in the farm dwelling
and other farm buildin.gs decrease, while the percentages invest ed in machinery and feeds and seeds, remain about constant.
This tab1e indicates that as the farms become larger a larger
part of the capital is invested in land and livestock," which are
directly productive, and a smaller part is invested in buildings,
which are only indirectly productive.
3.

RELATION TO COST OF SHELTER FOR LIVESTOCK

"Livestock is kept on nearly every irrigated Utah fann.
Shelter for the animals and their feed is provided. As indicated
in Table XXXV the shelter cost per unit of livestock is less on
the larger farms. In this respect the large farms are more
economical than the small farms.
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Table XXXV. Relation of Size of Farm to the Value of Barns, Hog
Houses, Hen Houses, and Granaries, per Animal Unit and per Productive Animal Unit on 309 Irrigated Utah Farms, 1914.
Investment in
Size of Farm
in
Acres

Barns, Hog Houses, Hen
Houses and Granaries
per Animal Unit.

Barns, Hog Houses, Hen Houses
and Granaries per Productive Animal Unit.

Average .105.7 ............ $12.45
10- 39 ..................... .
40- 69 ..................... .
70- 99 .................. ... .
100-149 ..................... .
150-199 ................. .... .
200-299 ..................... .
300-5 O{) ... .................. .

$14.10

25.61
12.73
15.96
10.98
10.36
12.10
5.14

31.08
14.61
18.66
16.21
11.76
13.93
5.45

The largest farms have more range cattle and sheep and
thereby reduce the value of shelter per animal unit and per
productive animal unit, which explains the abnormality shown
in the last group. Each unit of capital invested in shelter seems
more efficient, on the average, on the large farms than on the
small farms. The average value of barns, hog houses, hen
houses, and 'g,ranaries, for each animal unit is $12.45, and $14.10
for each productive animal unit.
4.

R ,E LATION TO CROPS

Table XXXVI shows the variations in the area cropped and
the percentage of the total area cropped when the farms are
classified according to size. This table was made in order to
find out if the same proportionate area of farm land is cultivated on the large and small far'ms.
T a ble XXXVI. Relation of Size of Farm to the Percentage of the Total
Area Cropped on 309 Irrigated Utah Farms, 1914.
Size of Farm
in Acres

Percentage of Total Average Farm Area Average Crop Area
Area in Crops.
in Acres.
in Acres

Average 309 Farms .... 51.2

. 105.7

54.1

10- 39 ...... ................ 79.,7
40- 6"'9. ........... .......... 75.7
70- 99...... ................ 58.0
100-149...................... 55.8
150-199............ .......... 45.8
2 0 0 ~ 2 9 9.................. .... 37.4
300-500 ...................... 35.9

· 29.9
51.9
81.4
116.4
169.7
244.3
435.7

23.0
39.3
47.2
64.9
77.7
91.3
156.5

As the farms increase in size the average number of crop
acres of course also becomes greater but the percentage of the
total area cropped gradually decreases so that on the larger
farms there is a smaller part of the total area cultivated. A
larger part of the total area on the larger farms is evidently
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used as pasture. On the average the crop area fo-rms about onehalf, or 512 per cent of the total farm area. Out of 105.7 acres
total farm area, which is the size of the average f arm surveyed,
54.1 acres are cropped.
In Table XXXVII is shown the crop yields per acre when
the farms are classified according to stze. Crop Index is used
to show the yields in comparison with the averag,e yields of the
farms surveyed. In calculating Crop Index the acreage and
yield of each crop have been given their proper weight.
Table XXXVII. Relation of Size of Farm to Crop Yields per Acre on
309 Irrigated Utah Farms, 1914.
Crop
Ilfdex

Size of F a rm
in Acres

Average 105.7 ...........................................·..... ........... .............................. 100
10- 3 9 ............................................. ........ ...................... ...... ............... 118.5
40- 69 .... ............... .......... .................................. ... .............................. 113.4
70- 99................. ............. ............. ....................................... ........ ...... 98 .1
100-149 ........................................... : ............ .................. .. .......... .......... 93.0
150-19 9 .......................... .......................... .... ........................................ 88.4
200-299... ......................... ..... .... ......... .......... ........................... ............. 92.7
300-50 0 ................... ......................................................................... .... 89.8

The smaller farms, on the average, have the highest crop
yields per acre. On the-larger farms crop yields are not as good
as the average. It is interesting to note that in spite of this fact
the lar~ger farms ·seem to be more profitable as shown in Table
XLIII. It seems that it is more important to have a large farm,
with crop yields as good as 90 per cent of the average, than it
is to have a small farm wit h crop yields as high as 18 5 per cerit
above the average. To state this in another way, one might say
that on the average the number of acres in a fann limits the farm
profits to a greater extent than does the yield per acre of crops.
This applies to conditions similar to those found in the areas
surveyed and does not apply to areas where crop failures occur
or where the soil, climate, or other conditions limit the crop
yields so that they are abnormally low.
It is true that where crop yields are not so good, that in order
to furnish the necessities of life for the farm family, the farm
must be larger than where crop yields are very high. But the
entire farm should be treated as a business. When it pays \>est
to cultivate additional acres, instead of increasing further the
yield per acre on the land now possessed, it seems that one should
cultivate the additional acres even if they have to be rented or
bought before they may be made available for cultivation.
5.

RELATION TO FARM MACHINERY

Much interest is being aroused as to the size of irrigated
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farms which employs machinery most efficient ly.
Table
XXXVIII gives the value of machinery per crop acre an d t he
number of crop acres per $100 worth of machinery when t he
fa r ms are classified according to size.
T a ble X XXVII I. Relation of Size of Farm to the Efficient
F a r m Ma chinery on 30 9 Irrigated Utah F a r m s, 1 91 4 .
Size of Farm
in Acres .

Va l ue of Machinery per
Crop Acre .

-------------------------

se of the

Cr op Acres pel' $100 W orth
of Machinery.

Av erage 1 05 .7 __ . _______________ ______ ._._ $ 8 .3 0

12.1

10- 39 ________ . ____ __ _____ ...... ____ .. __ .. __ 1 3.0 9
4 0- 69 ____________ ._._. _______ . __ . ______ .. _. 1 0.30
70- 99 _____ ______ ____ ___ ___ .. .. _. __ _____ ... _ 8. 67
100-1 49 ______ . ____ ___________ .. _______ . ____ ._
8.0 3
1 5 0-1 9 9 ____________ _. ____________ _____ ___ __ __ 6.26
2 00-299 _____________ . _______ ._... _. _________ _ 5.72
3 00- 5 00 __. __ ___ . _______ . ______ _____ . ____ ____ _ 6.35

7 .6
9. 7
11.5
12 . 5
16.0
17.5
15.8

The value of farm m achinery per crop acre gradually decreases as the farms get la r ger. This shows that the capit al
invested in machinery on the large farms is more efficient in the
production of crops. Machines ar e used to greater capacity on
the large farms. As the farms increase in size there is a general
tendency for the number of crop acres per $100 worth of machinery to increase. This shows that on the larger farms each $100
worth of machinery is more effective. The machinery seems to
be the most efficient on the farms which have 200-299 acres.
Farms of this size are able to use the macnines to full capacity
and thereby reduce the machinery cost per acre of crops. (See
~i g.:ure 10.)
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Fig. 10.- R elation of s ize of farm to t h e value of machiner y p er cr op
acr e o n 309 irrigated Utah far m s, 1914.
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6.

RELATION TO HORSE LABOR

In Tables XXXIX and XL the variation in the efficiency of
horse labor on crops and with livestock is shown as the size of.
the fanns is varied.
Table XXXIX. Relation of Size of Farm to the Number and the Efficient
Use of Work Horses on Crops on 309 Irrigated Ut:;th Farms, 1914.
Average No. of Work Horse
Size of Farm
Units.
in Acres.
Average 105.'L ________ ___ _____ ______ __ 3.8
10- 39 ___ ___ _____ ___ ____ ____________ _____ _
40- 69 __________ ______ ______ __ __ _____ _____
70- 99___ ________ ____ _____ _____________ ___
100-149 __ _______ _____ ___ _____ ___ __ ____ ____.
150-199 ____ ___ __ _____ ___ ______ ___ ____ ______
2 00-299 ___ ___ ________ __________ ____ ___ _____
300-500 ___ ____ ___ _________ ___ __ ___ ____ __ ___

2.9
3.4
3 .5
3 .8
4.8
5.2
7.6

Average No. of Crop Acres
per Work Horse.
14 .0
8.0
11.5
13.4
17.2
16 .3
17.6
20.6

For the average farm of 105.7 acres the average number of
work horse units is 3.8. As the farms increase in size there are
more work horses kept. The farm of 160 aeres on the average
keeps about 4 work horse units, or two teams, and additional
teams during rush seasons such as harvest time. Some fanns,
of course, are run with fewer work horses, while on some farms
there is an expensive surplus. On an average on the smaller
farms, 10-39 acres, there are 2.9 work horse units. This is the
equivalent of one team for the year and an extra horse for .9 of
a year, or 10.8 months, or an extra team for 5.4 months. The
fanns of 300-500 acres inclusive on the average keep 7.6 work
stock units.
Table XL. Rela tion of the Size of F a r m to the Efficient Use of Horse
Labor with Livestock on 309 Irrigated Utah Farms, 1914 .
Size of Farm.
Average Productive Animal
in Acres .
U nits.
Average 105.7 ______ ___ __ __ ____ __ _________ 29. 3
10- 39 _______ ___ ___ __ __ ___ ____ ___ __ ____ ____ _ 13.5
40- 69 ____ ____ _____ ___ ___ ___ __ _____ _______ __ 23 .3
70- 99 __ _____ _____ __ __ __ _____ __ ___ ______ __.._ 20.9
100-149 _____ __________ ____ __ ___ ________ ____ __ 27.0
150-199 __________ _____ ___ __ ___ _____ __ __ ______ 35.0
? 0 0-2 9 9 __ __ _____ _____ ____ ______ __ ____ ______ __ 34.8
300-500 ________ _______ __________ ___ ____ ____ __ 124 .0

Productive Animal Units
per Work Horse.
7.6
4.6
6 .8
5.9
7.2
7. 4
6.7
16.3

As the fanns increase in size the number of crop acres per
work horse is greater. The average team takes care of 28 acres
of crops. The average team on the farms with less than 40
acres takes care of 16 acres of crops. The average team on the
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farms with 300-500 acres inclusive takes care of 41 acres ' of
crops. Horse labor on crops is, on the average, more efficient on
the large farms than on the small farIns. (See Figure 11.)
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Fig. l1.-Relation of size of farm to the efficient use of horse labor on
crops of 309 irrigated Utah farms, 1914.

On the avera:ge more livestock is kept on the large farms than
on the small farms . On the large farms where there are more
productive animal units, there are also more productive animal
units per work horse. This shows that on the large farms the
horse labor with livestock is more efficient than it is on the small
farms.
0
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Fig. 12.-Relation of size of farm to the efficient use of horse labor with
livestock on 309 irrigated Utah farms, 1914.

In the group of farms which have 300-500 acres, each work
horse is sufficient to do the horse work for the, care of 16.3 productive animal units, or a team for each 32.6 productive animal
units. A part of this large increase in this group is due to the
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fact that there are more range cattle and sheep on the larger
farms compared to the number of work hors.es. This fact makes
this group abnormal in this respect. On the average farm of
105.7 acres and 29 .3 productive animal units, each work horse
does the horse labor for the care of 7.6 productvie animal units,
or each team for 15.2 productive animal units. (See Figure 12.)
7.

RELATION TO MA N LABOR

For the purpose of learning on which farms man labor is
most efficiently employed, Tables XLI and XLII were prepared.
Table X LI. Relatio n of Size of Farm to the Amount and the· Efficient
se of Man Labor on 3 09 Irrigated Utah Farms, 1914.
Size of Farm
i n Acres.

--

Units of Man
Labor.

Crop Acres per Unit of
Man Labor.

---------------------------------------------------------36.0

Average 1 0 5 .7 ........... _________ _;___ ____________ ___ ____ __ 1. 5
10- 3 9 _______________ _______ ___________ __ ___________ _____ ____ _
4 0- 6 9 ___________ __ ________ ____________________ _____ ___ _____ __
70- 9 9 __ .. __________ ____ ______ _____ _______ __. ___ ___ ________ .. _
100-1 4 9 _________ _________ ___ _______ . __________________ .__ ___ ___
150-19 9 ___ _____ _________ _______ .. ____________ ____ __________ .. __
~ 0 0-2 9 9 ______________________ _____ _____________ ___ ______ ____ ___
300 -50 0 ___________________ ___ ________ ________ _____ ______ _______

1.2
1.4
1.3
1.5
1.6
2 .0
2.9

20.0
27.8
35.2
43 . 5
48.0
45.3
54.3

Table XLII.
Relation of Size o f Farm to the Number of Productive
Ani ma l Units per Un it of Man L a bor o n 309 Irrigated Utah Farms,
1914.
Size of F arm
in Acres.

Prod uctive Animal Units per Unit
of Man Labor.

Aver age 1 05 . 7 _______________________________ ___ .. _________________ .. ___________ 22.0
10- 3 9 ____________ _______________________ __ ______________________________ __________ _
40- 69 ___ ___________________ .. ____ __________ ____ ___ ____ _______________________ ______
70- 9 9 ______ ______________ _______ ______ _____________ .. ______ _____ ________ ______ _____
100-14 9 ____________ _____________ .. __________ _____ ______ _________________ _____ ________
1 5 0-19 9 ____ __ ___________ __ _____ ___ _______________ ______ ___________ ______ __ ________ __ _
2 00-2 9 9 _____________________________ _______ _____________________________ _______ ____ __
300-50 0 ______ __ _______ ___ _____ ___ __ ___________ ____ ____ ____ ____ __________________ _____

11 . 7
16 . 5
15.6
18.1
22.0
17.2
43.1

The larger farms use more man laoor in their operation. It
is interesting to not e that each f armer is able to handle up to
200 acres with the additional help of .6 units of man labor which
js either furnished by other me~bers of the farm family or
hired when needed. It should be noted also that two men take
care of 200-299 acres and that on the average 2.9 men, or the
equivalent of two men employed twelve mont hs and 10.8 months
of extra labor, take care of 300-500 acres. A farmer having from
10-39 acres has some help besides his own labor and this extra
help is equivalent to 2.4 months of man labor. For the average
160-acre farm, which in this table is included with the group
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containing farms having 150-199 acres, besides the operator"s
full t ime for the year, .6 of a year's help, or the equivalent of 7.2
months of extra man labor, is used in the handling of the year's
farm business.
The man labor on crops is more efficient on the large farms
than on the small farms . A man on the small farm s (10-39
acres), on the average, handles but 20 acres of cr ops, while on
the large farms (300-500 acres) each man handles 54.3 acres
. of crops. On the aver age farm of 105.7 acres, each unit of man
labor cares for 36 acres of crops. (See Figure 13.)
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Fig. 13.-Relation of size of farm to the number of crop acres per unit of
man labor on 309 irrigated Utah farms, 1914 .
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Fig. 14.- Re lation of size of farm t o the number of productive animal
units per unit of man labor on 309 irrigated Utah farms, 1914.

On the small farms (10-39 acres) each unit of man labor
handles 11.7 productive animal units, while on the large farms
(300-500 acres) each unit of man labor handles 43.1 productive
animal units. On the lar:g,e farms man labor with livestock is
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most efficiently employed. The size of the average farm surveyed is 105.7 acr es and the number of product ive animal units
per unit of man labor is 22.0. (See Figure 14. )
8.

RELATION T O LABOR INCOME

This study is made for the purpose of determining whether
the large or small farms are the most profitable. Labor income
varies directly as the farms increase in size as is shown in
Table XLIII.
Table XLIII. Relation of Size of Farm to the Farmers ' Labor Incomes
from 309 Irrigated Utah Farms, 1914.
Labor
Size of Farm
Income.
in Acres .
Average 105 . 7 ________________________________________________ .. ________________ _______ ___________ $,541
10- 3 9 ______________________________________________________________________________________________
40- 69 _________________________________________________________ ~ ___________ __ __ _ ______________ _ __ ___
70- 9 9 ___________ ________________________________________ ___ ________________________________________
100-14 9 ____________________________________________ ____ _____ _________________ .. _. _.. _._ .. __ ... _.. __ ..
150-19 9 ___ . _____ .... _.... : .. _..... ~..... _... _..... ____ ... ____ _._ .... ____ . __ ... ___ .. _._._ ....... __ ._ __
200-29 9 ______ __ __ __ ... _______ .. ___ ... _..... _____ .. ________ ._ ... _. _________ ._. __ . __ ._ .... _. __ .. _._._..
300-50 0 _.. ____ __________________ . _______________________ __ _________ ____ ____ ._________________________

336
449
672
472
796
674
991

The farmer's labor income is on the average larger from
the large farms than from the small farms. In two groups the
farms increase in size without a corresponding increase in the
farmer's labor income. ' This is due in part to the fact that
within these groups there is a number of farms on which the
maj or portion of the land is not yet cultivated. This is new
land, well located, and has a high value. The fact that it is nonproductive, and that 5 per cent interest on the total capitalization has been subtracted from the farm receipts in order to
secure the farmer's labor income, has reduced the average labor
income of these two groups. (See Fi'g,u re 15.)
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Fig. 1.5.--:-Relation of size of farm to the farmers' labor incomes from
309 irrig_lted Utah farms , 1914.
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Table XLIV was prepared in order to show the fluctuations
from the general tendency for labor income to increase as the
farm capital increases.
Table XLI V. R e lation of Size of Far m t o L a bor Income on 309 I r rigated
Utah F a r m s, 1914 .
Aver a ge F a rm
A r ea in Acres .

Size of Farm
in Acres .

No. of F a rms
in Gr ou p .

Average .................... ........ 1 0 5 .7
Below 19............. ....... ... ...
20 - 39 ..... ....... ................
40 - 5 9.................... ...... ..
60- 7 9...... ........... ......... ..
8 0- 99 ........................... .
100-11 9 ... .........................
12 0- 1 39 .. ... ............ ...........
1 40- 159 ............................
1 6 0-1 7 9 ............ ............ ... .
180-1 99 ......................... ...
2 00 - 219 .................. ... ...... .
22 0- 2 3 9 ....... .. ............ .......
2 40 -25 9 ............................
2 60 -27 9 ....... .... ............. ... ..
280 - 29 9 ........................ ....
3 0 0-3 99 ............................
4 00 - 500 .................... ........

Average Labor I ncom e
of Group .

30 9

$54 1

10
54
67
44
31
18
17
7
15
7
5
2
6
3
4
8
11

3 77
328·
35 9
702
635
52 8
373
53 7
7 54
1 ,11 3
945
1 ,2 8 8
276
157
1, 0 16
42 1
1 , 405

1 4.5
31. 6
46 .6
69 .2
85 .6
1 0 4.7
1 24 .3
1 48 .8
1 66. 2
1 86.4
20 8.4
22 3.5
24 0. 3
2 6 9.3
2 86. 8
338 .1
49 7.6

/

F r om Table XLIV the Secular Trend has been calculated and
is shown in Figure 16. For an explanation of the method of
calculat ion see December, 1916, number of American Economic
Review, page 732, article on "The Construction of a Business
Barometer" by Warren M. Persons.
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Figure 16 shows that as the farms increase in size the farmer's labor income, on the average, is greater. It will be noted
that there are greater fluctuations from the Secular Trend as
the farms increase in size. This seems to indicate that on the
large farms the possibilities of losing large sums of money or
making large sums are g.reater than on the small farms. In the
groups of farms, where the average labor income is below the
Secular Trend, there are a number of farms which have a considerable quantit y of new and uncultivated land. This explains
why the average labor income in these groups is low. Some
men do not manage a larg~ business well and, therefore, make
a small labor income. The general tendency, however, is for
the farmers on the larger farms to make a larger labor income
as is shown by the direction taken by the Secular Trend. The
average man who has 160 acres or more has a much larger labor
income than those who have less than 160 acres.
The percenta'ge of the average group capital that the average
group labor income forms when the 309 farms are classified into
seven groups according to size is shown in Table XLV.
Table XLV. Rel a tion of Size of F a rm to t h e Percentage of the Average
Group Ca pita l that the Average Grou p Labor Income Forms on 309
Irrigated Utah Farms, 1914.
Percentage of the Average Group
Size of Farm
in A cres .
Capita l that L a bor Incom e Forms.
Average 105. 7 ____ ______ _____ __ ____ __________ _______ _____ _____ ________ ____________ __ 4.6
10- 39 __ _____ ____ _____ _______ ______ ____ ____________ ______ _______ ___ _____ ______ _________ _
40- '69 ___ ________ _________ ____ ____ ______ ._______ __ ______ __ _______ ____ ____ __________ _____
70- 9 9 ___ _______ ____ _____ _____ ______________ __ __ __ _____ _______ __ ________ ____ ___________ _
100-14 9 _____ ____ ___ __________ ____ ________ ___ _____ ___ ___ __ ___ _______ ______ __ ____ __ _____ __ _
150-19 9 ______ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ _______ _____________ __ __ ____ ______ ___ _____ _____ _____ __ _____
2 00-29 9 ______ ____ _____ ___ ___ _________ ___ ____ _____ __ ______ _____ __ _____ ____ ____________ ____
3 00-50 0 ________________________ ._____ ___ ______ ___ __________________ ___ ___ _____ __ ___ ____ __

4.4
4.7
6.5
3.8
5.8
4.3
3.0

It is interesting to note that the farmer's labor income forms '
a larger part of the farm capital on those. farms which have
70-99 acres and 150-199 acres respectively. On the farms having 300-500 acres the average labor income forms but 3 per cent
of the group capital.
The farmer's labor income is not all cash but is part cash
and part increase in inventory. Table XLVI shows the increase
in inventory on the 309 irrigated Utah farms January 1, 1915,
over January 1, 1914. This increase in inventory is figured as a
receipt in calculating the farm business records.
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Table XLVI. Relation of Size of Farm to the Increase in Inventory on
309 Irrigated Utah Farms, 1914.
Increase in Inventory
Size of Farm
in Acres.

Total

Totals ................ ............ $105,613
10- 39 .................. ........
40- 69 ...... .... ................
70- 99 ......... ......... ........
100-149 .... ......................
150-199..........................
200-299.... .... ......... .........
300-500 ........................ ..

6,031
22,838
11,297
12,069
11,938
13,401
28,039

Real MachinFeed and
Estate.
ery.
Livestock. Supplies.
$2,973

$25

$85,932,

$16,683

600
73
700
0
400
1,200
0

7
0
18
0
0
0
0

3,245
19,844
8, 980
9, 687
8,567
10,477
25,132

2,179
2,921
1 , 599
2,382
2,971
1,724
2,907

The farmers are increasing the livestock on their farms and
consequently the amount of feed for livestock is also increased
January 1, 1915 over January 1, 1914. The total increase in
inventory from the 309 farms is 15 per cent of the total farm
receipts, 2.9 per cent of the total -farm capital, and 63 ,2 per cent
of the total labor income.
.
d.
1.

OTHER IMPORTANT FACTORS

RELATION OF CROP YIEIJDS TO LABOR INCOME

In order to show the effect of crop yields on the farm profits
Table XLVII was made and shows the variations in labor income
when the 309 farms are classified into five 'g roups according to
crop yields per acre.
Table XLVII. Relation of Crop Yields per Acre to the Farmers' Labor
Incomes from 309 Irrigated Utah Farms, 1914.
Range of Crop I n dex

Num ber of F a rms

Labor Income

Average 100 .... .. ......... ........... ... .......................... ... 309

$541

69 and Less... ...... ... .......... ........ ............................ 62
70- 89 ......... .............. ............................... ............ _54
90-109 .................. .. ~ ...... . . . .. . . .... ... . ... . . . . ... . ... ... . .. . ...
54
110-129 ............ .. ...................................................... 60
130-and over.... ....... ....... ...................... .................. 79

376
471
490
593
713

As the crop yields per acre increase the farmer's labor income
also increases. On the average, the farms that have the lowest
crop yields per acre are the least profitable, while those that have
the highest crop yields pel' acre are the most profitable. According to Table XLVII it seems to be profitable to have crop yields
better than the average by 30 per cent and over. A detailed
study of the individual farm records shows that the combination
of the two factors: I-better natural agricultural conditions, and
2-more scientific farm management is largely responsible for
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the increased yields per acre and the consequent increase in labor
income.
2.

RELATION OF SIZE OF FARM AND CROP YIELDS
TO LABOR INCOME

Farmers should know whether it is mor e profitable to increase
to their maximum the crop yields on land they are now farming
or to increase the number of acres of farm land by rent, pur
chase, homestead, etc., and maintain the crop yields at about the
average. Table XLVIII is the result of a study of these factors
an'd shows the relative importance of size of farm and crop
yields to labor income.
Table XLVIII. Rel ation of Size of Farm and Crop Yields to the Farmers' Labor Incomes from 309 Irrigated Utah Farms, 1914 .
Size of Farm
in
Acres
10- 49

50- 99

100-500

No .
of
Farms

74 and Less.

12
35
57

$ 35

28
24
50

$447

37
35
31

$510

CROP INDEX
75-109
Labor Income

110 or More

$292
$432
$491
$732
$615
$986

.Both size of farm and crop yields per acre affect directly the
farmer's labor income. The farmer's labor income increases
more rapidly as the farms increase in size than it does as the
crop yields per acre get higher. This fact seems to show that
the size of the farm, on the average, has a 'g reater " effect upon
the farmer's labor income than do crop yields per acre. Where
,c rop yields are about average and conditions are normal, it seems
to be profitabl~ to incr ease the size of the farm.
3.

RELATI ON OF NUMBER AND PRODUCTIVENESS OF
LIVEST OCI{ '1'0 L ABOR INCOME

Advice is sometimes given to farmers in general to increase
the number of livestock on their farms. Some farmers are told
that they have some livestock that have larger net receipts per
unit than others and that if they would keep only a few good
stock they would make more money. vVhich is more important
numbers or net receipts per unit? Table XLIX resulted from a
study in this connection and shows the net livestock receipts per
productive animal unit and labor income when the 309 farms are
classified into three groups according t o the number of pro-
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ductive animal units per farm.
Table XLIX. R e la tion of the Number of Productive Animal Unit s per
Farm and the Net Livestock Receipts per Productive Animal nit to
the Farmers' Labor Incomes from 309 Irrigated Utah Farms, 1914 .
No. of
Prod u ctive
Animal Units
Per Farm
1-7.9

8-19.9

20 or more

Net Livestock Receipts Per Productive Animal Unit
No .
$50 or More
of
$29 or Less
$30-$49
Farms .
Labor Income
27
21
65

$131

19
23
53

$ 32

49
32
20

$492

$107
$465
$343
$877
$885
$1307

As the number of productive animal units in,c reases the
farmer's labor income is greater. Labor income increases as the
net livestock receipts per productive animal unit increase.
When the net livestock receipts per productive animal unit are
as low as $29 it is difficult, if not impossible, to make a satisfactory labor income unless one has a large number of productive animal units or h as other sources of income independent of
livestock from which he receives the major portion of his farm
profits.
Farms which have either 20 or more productive animal units,
or which r eceive net livestock receipts of $50 or more per productive animal unit, make on the average a labor income each
that is quite satisfactory. The most profitable f arms are those
with 20 or more productive animal units and $50 or more net
livestock receipts per productive animal unit.
On farms where the net livestock receipts per productive
animal unit are low it would seem wise to better the quality of
livestock (increase the net livestock receipts per productive
animal unit) before increasing the number. On the other hand,
where the net livestock receipts per productive animal unit are
hi'gh, it would seem wise where possible to increase the number
of livestock.
.
It is not possible to say from this table or from other information that is available, whether it is more important for the
average irrigated Utah farm to increase the receipts per productive animal unit or to increase the number of productive animal units. This is a problem that must be solved to a large
'extent for each individual farm. Both factors are very important.
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A.

SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION

This investigation is based upon the 1914 farm business records of 309 irrigated Utah farms. The records were taken by
the survey method of farms in 7 typical general farming areas
in 7 typical counties of Utah by men trained in record-taking
and familiar with Utah farm conditions and are representative
of the irrigated farms of the state. The climate, crop, and livestock conditions in Utah in 1914 were about normal.
The information included in this bulletin should be of special
value t o present operators of irrigated farms, prospective irrigation farmers, real estate men, bankers, officers of loan associations, and othe.r capitalists who loan money on irrigated
Utah farms.
The followin g facts .a re brought out by this investigation :
B.

F

Rl\'1 CAPITAL

1. A greater percentage of the capital is directly productive
on fa r ms with large capital than on farms with slnall capital.
2. There is less waste land in proportion t o the total farm
area on the farms with large ca ital.
3. A large farm capital is usually accompanied by a greatel
number of acres and crop acres. The proportionate area cropped
is about constant.
4. On the average, crop yields are a trifle better on farms
which have a large capital. This seems true, however, only when
farm capital is less than $20,000.
5. A large farm capital is usually accompanied by large
numbers of productive animal units.
6. The farms with large capital are usually the most intensely stocked.
7. A large farm capital is usually accompanied by a comparatively hi'gh value per acre of land and buildings.
8. A large farm capital is on the average accompanied by
a decrease in the value of machinery per crop acre, and by an
increas2 in the number of crop acres per $100 worth of machinery.
9. Horse labor is more efficient with crops on the farms
wit h large capital.
10. When the same farm crops are raised man labor on crops
is more efficient on farms with large capital than on farm s with
small capital.
11. When approximately the same kind of livestock is kept,
man labor with livestock is more efficient on farm s with large
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capital than on farms with small capital.
12. Farms with large capital have more capital per man
than farms with small capital.
13. As a result of the foregoing economies, farms with large
capital are more profitable than farms with small capital, as
shown by the increase in the farmer's labor income.
14. The total net income from the average of 309 irrigated
Utah farms, 1914, is about as follows:.
5 per cent interest on average capital of $11,886 ____ $ 594
Average farmer's labor income______ ____ _____ ___ _____ _________ 541
Value of farm pr oducts consumed by avera ge
farm family__ ___ ____ __ ____ _______ ___ ______ ____ _____ ___ _____ __ __ __ ___ ___ 600
11.625 p er cent of $7,482, increase in value of
average irr igated farm land on 309 irrigated
Utah far m s, 1914__ ______ ___ _______ ________ ______ _______ ____ _______ 870
Total net income ______ __ __ ___ ____ ______ _______ ____ __ _______ ___ __ $2,605
15. Labor income is less in p roportion to f arm capital on
farms with la.r g e capital t han on farms with small capital.
16. Labor income increases in the same ratio a s farm capital
until capital r eaches $20,000 or over. Beyond this as capital
incr eases 1 per cent , la bor income increases only a bout .33 of 1
per cent.

c.

SIZE OF FARM

1. There are more acres of cr ops, on the average, on the
large farms than on the small farm s. But, the propor tionate
area cropp ed is less on the lar ge f arms than on t he small farm s.
2. A larger percentage of the farm capital is employed in
directly productive enterprises on the large farms than on the
small farms.
3. The shelter cost per unit of livestock is lower on the larg.e
farms than on t he small farms.
4. Each $100 worth of machinery is more efficient on the
large farms in that it cultivates more acres of the same kind of
crops and consequently lessens the value of machinery per crop
acre.
5. Horse labor with crops is more efficient on the large
farms .
6. Horse labor with livestock is more efficient on the large
farms.
7. Man labor with crops is more efficient on the large
farms.
8. Man labor with livestock is more efficient on the large
farms.
9. As a result of t he foregoing economies on the large farms.
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they are more profitable as shown by the greater size of the
farmer's labor income.
10. The farmer's labor income is less in proportion to the
total farm capital on the large farms than on the small farms.
11. Over half of the labor income from the average irrigated
Utah farm is increase in inventory of farm capital. The most
important increase in the farm inventories are in livestock and
feed. This seems to indicate that Utah farmers realize the ad~
vanta'ge of increasing the number of livestock on their farms.
D.

.

OTHER IMPORTANT FACTORS

1. On an average the farms with the highest crop yields per
acre are most profitable.
f
2. When average crop yields are m aintained, the size of the
irrigated Utah farm influences the labor income of the farmer
more than increased crop yields per acre.
3 . The number of livestock and the net livestock receipts
per productive animal unit affect directly the farmer's labor
income-as either increases the farmer's labor income increases.
Both are important factors in the operation of irrigate4 Utah
farms.
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